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Intermediate-Energy Neutron Standard Field (ISNF) produce* a
well characterised spectrum in the energy range of interest for fast
reactors Including breeders. Such a field has been set up at NBS using
thin enriched U-235 fission sources. A proposal has been made for
setting up a similar facility at BARC using, however, easily available
natural U instead of enriched U sources, to start with. In order to
simulate the neutronics of such a facility we have adopted and developed
Monte Carlo method of calculations. We have compared the results of our
calculations with those of NB5 and find that there may be a maximum
difference of 10ft in spectrum characteristics for the two cases of using
thick and thin fission sources.



INTRODUCTION

The Intermediate'Energy Standard Neutron Field (ISNF) such as
the one set up at NBS £\3 or * similar one proposed by us at BARC £ 2 3
is generally employed £"3jf for validation and/or calibration of experimen-
tal techniques; validation and/or Improvement of cross-aection data and
other scclear data; maintenance as a reference field to deal with recurring
nuclear data discrepancies and related measurement problems; experiments
designed to relax extensive requirements for differential cross-section
measurements; validation and/or improvement of analytical methods needed
to extrapolate dosimetry data from a monitoring or surveillance position to
the location of interest etc. Thus ISNF is important for the fast reactor
programme in general and fast breeder programme in particular.

DESCRIPTION OF ISNF AND METHOD FOR CALCULATION

In principle ISNF consists of a spherical cavity in the thermal
column of a reactor, a thin shell of B-10 at the cavity centre and isolated
fission sources symmetrically placed around the periphery of the cavity to
provide fast neutrons which as a result of scattering in carbon and pre-
ferential absorption in B-10 provide intermediate energy spectrum. The
calculations are normally done using ID methad L 4j with a smeared
fission Bource. In our proposal for ISNF we have suggested, in the initial
experiments to be undertaken for optimal design studies, the use of U-235
present in natural uranium as the fission source. Since the thickness of
u required will be considerable to achieve the ISNF fluxes of the order of
109n/crn2/sec, it is likely that the virgin fission spectrum will be degraded
in energy as a result of inelastic scattering in the 6ource. Also there may
be an increase in source intensity due to fast fission in U-23B. In order
to take into account all these effects, exact simulation of the complicated
geometry of ISNF is necessary and therefore we have adopted and developed
Monte Carlo method of calculations. Moreover with Monte Carlo method of
calculations it would be possible to use point cross-section data later which
would to describe the neutronics of the system in greater energy details.

MONTE CARLO METHOD OF CALCULATIONS

The Monte Carlo method developed by us can be broadly divided
into seven blocks, brief descriptions of which are given below:

1. Input : All cross-section data vis total, scattering, capture, fission
etc and energy and direction probabilities after scattering as well aa
normalised fission energy distribution are stored, based on 26 group
cross-section set £ 5 J .

2. Fission source parameters : Instead of 8 thin symmetrical discs of
U-235 sources as used at NBS, we have proposed 14 thick symmetrical
natural uranium cylindrical sources, having the same total U-235 content
and placed equidistant from the centre of the assembly. Without loss of
generality, we have considered one of the axes of the co-ordinate system
with origin at the centre to pass through the centre of one of the cylindri-
cal sources. Neutron emission in the source 1st considered uniform in
vplume and isotropic in direction with a fission energy distribution. The
initial weight of the neutron is taken as unity.

3. Geometry routine tor the source : The object of this routine is to
And out how far the energy decreases or Increases before the neutron
come* out of the cylindrical source. Every scattering leads to decrease in



energy and weight whereat a fission collision leads to increase in weight
and may result in change of energy. In order to reduce computer time,
capture is accounted for by reduction in weight.

4. Geometry routine of the System : This is a multi-zone spherical routine
and can handle any number of zones with different materials or same
materials with different densities. The object of this routine is to supply
the available path in each zone to the collision routine.

5. Collision routine : This routine tests whether there is collision or not in
cones other than the central zone whereas for the central zone it finds the
track length. The track length is used for calculating neutron spectrum and
flux from the knowledge of fission source.

6. Batch Control routine : This routine controls the total number of histories
to be traced.

7. Output : This routine calculates, spectrum and flux in central zone from
cumulated track length, average energy, median energy, response of 1/v
detector, field gradient, spectrum averaged cross-sections for different
spectral indices etc.

roulette,
time.

Various variance reduction techniques such as splitting, russlan
absorption free collision have been used to reduce the computer

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Using the Monte Carle method and for the geometrical arrange-
ment of ISNF at NBS, we have studied the effect of changing radii and
densities of different cones, thickness and radius of fission sources, their
distances from the centre of the assembly, having or not having boron
shields etc for optimisation purposes. The results of these calculations are
being published elsewhere £" 6 J . In this paper we present the results of
our Monte Carlo calculations for the configuration of ISNF at NBS having the
same dimensions, materials and- densities except for the fission sources
which in our case are natural uranium cylinders of 1 cm height. The
results are shown in TABLE I.

It Is seen from TABLE I that the source thickneSB has a small
effect on the characteristics of the spectrum, perhaps to the maximum
extent of 10%. This can be seen from the average and median energies in
the two cases which differ by about 10%. This difference may be due to
Using ..different methods of calculations, different cross-section sets and also
due to the statistical errors associated with Monte Carlo rtethod. As
mentioned earlier NBS has used ID method with a large number of energy
groups i. e. 40 groups with fine low energy group structure compared to the
26 groups of ours. The differences in the cases of energy spectrum,
response of 1/v detector and average cross-sections for spectral indices in
the two cases may also be due to same causes.

The contribution due to fast fission in u -238 to source intensity is
• mall, of the order of 2%, which is less than the uncertainty in the
calculation results.

Thus the Monte Carlo method developed and tested by us can be
used to calculate and predict the characteristics of our proposed ISNF using
the dimensions and material densities that would be achieved in actual



TABLE - I

CALCULATION RESULTS FOR ISNF FACILITY AT NBS

Description of fission sources

Msthof of calculations

Calculations by

Total Neutron flux

Average Energy

Median Energy

Spectrum Energy Range

Enriched U2^5 sources of radius . 8 cms and
thickness .015 cms

ID transport (40 Croups)

Eisenhauer et al

-• 7 x 108 n/cm2 /sec. (for 6 x 10" sec ' 1

fission source)

1 Mev

. 56 Mev

90% between 8 kev and 3. 5 Mev

Response range of 1/v detector 90% between .5 kev and 1.5 Mev

6f Pu 239 / 6f U 235 1. 113

6f U 238 / 6f U 235 .0843

Natural U sources of radius . 8 cms and
thickness 1 cm

MONTE CARLO (26 Groups)

Present

7. 7 x 108n/cm2/sec (for 6 x 10" sec"1

fission source)

.97 Mev

. 61 Mev

90% between 27 kev and 3. 3 Mev

90% between 2 kev and 1.8 Mev

1. 151

.0829



fabrication. These could then be compared with experimental result*.
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